
SP Central Pharmacy 
Management System for 
Mail Order Pharmacies

• Fully integrated with ScriptPro’s suite of 
mail order-related software and hardware

• Streamlines workflow with scanable order 
manifests

• Saves time and money with secure PCI 
compliant credit card processing

• Empowers patients to manage their 
prescriptions through user-friendly online 
portal

• Customizable order collation gives 
pharmacies maximum flexibility when 
releasing orders to production

SP Central Pharmacy Management System provides Mail Order pharmacies the 
industry’s most advanced, efficient, and scalable pharmacy system. ScriptPro’s 
fully integrated Orders Module meets the needs of both small operations that 
provide prescription mailing as part of their service to high volume operations 
with integrated automation, tote handling conveyor systems, packagers, and 
package sortation systems.

From seamless hardware and software integration to shipping functionality 
and more, ScriptPro is your partner for mail order. We have you covered: 

 •  Perfect integration with ScriptPro’s suite of pharmacy automation, IVR, 
inventory management, web-based refill, point-of-sale, enterprise capability, 
and more.

 •  Fully secure PCI compliant credit card processing provides peace of mind 
and saves time by allowing pharmacies to bill prescription payment against 
a customer’s preferred credit card on file either prior to or after the order is 
fulfilled.

 •  Web Refill Patient Portal allows patients to set up a web-based account to 
manage their refills, delivery address, and preferred credit card option so 
you don’t have to.

 •  Order collation, along with configurable order release parameters for 
patients and their prescriptions, gives pharmacies the flexibility to ship 
partial orders or hold shipment until the order is complete.

 •  Order Manifest printout includes a scanable barcode to drive workflow 
processes, prescription item pick-list with next-station fill zone routing, 
billing, and shipping instructions.

 •  Patient specific paperwork including drug monographs and patient 
education leaflets automatically print at the end of the process to reduce 
paperwork “traveling” with the order as it is being fulfilled.

 •  Bidirectional shipping integration is available with FedEx, Endicia (USPS), 
Pitney Bowes, and UPS; ScriptPro automatically sends patient name 
and other shipping information to the carrier, and then receives back the 
tracking number, carrier option, shipping charges, and ship date.

 •  Over 100 reports and forms are available, including key productivity and 
lag-time reports.

 •  Scalable tote handling conveyor systems are custom designed to match 
your pharmacy’s footprint and throughput expectations as your business 
grows.

About ScriptPro

We create innovative, seamlessly-integrated 
robotics and workflow systems that optimize 
pharmacy services. As patient care progresses 
from inpatient to outpatient and long-term 
care settings, the need for advanced systems 
to support medication therapy is evolving. 
Our solutions include strategic planning and 
financial management services that help health 
systems succeed in a dynamic and financially 
challenging environment.
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The following sample layout features SP Central Pharmacy Management System integrated with tote handling conveyor system – a perfect 
combination to meet the demands of high volume mail order pharmacies.

Think of the Possibilities!


